
Interview with Alfred (Red) Kennedy - January 25th, 1991 

DF: Today is January 25th, 1991. and we are with Red Kennedy in the High Country Lodge in Black 

Diamond. Wonderful sunny day. Red has been out for his three-mile walk already. My name is David 

Finch and Red, can you start by telling me when you were born? Well first of all, what is your real name? 

AK: Alfred George. 

DF: Alfred George. And how did you come by the name Red? 

AK: That's when I come on the oil fields. The first day I come on the oil fields they called me Red from 

then on.  I don't know Alfred no more. 

DF: Why do they call you Red, because of a hat or coat? 

AK: No just because I am red-headed.  

DF: Oh, I see, okay. Where were you born?  

AK: I was born in Lachute, Quebec.  

DF: What year was that? 

AK: First day of September 1904. 

DF: What was your family doing in that area? 

AK: My dad was a farmer. 

DF: What kind of operation did he have? 

AK: Just a little place in the bush there. 

DF: How many brothers and sisters? 

AK: How many brothers and sisters I had? Let's see I had two brothers and two sisters. 

DF: And what did you do for schooling? 

AK: Well I went to rural schools. The first school I went to was in Ontario. We moved from Quebec to 

Ontario. I was about 2 years old when we left Quebec, and we were there until 1916 and then we 

moved west. And I went to school there in Ontario until I was old enough, I was 12 years old, and then 

we came west. 

DF: Where did you came to in the west? 

AK: Come to High River. 



DF: Good. So, you went to school in High River after that? 

AK: Just the one winter. Then we moved to a farm west of High River, and the school's name was 

Windsor, and that is where I ended up. And I didn't go to school very long. I thought I was smart. I only 

went to grade 8. 

DF: Well that was pretty far in those days. 

AK: Well, it wasn't enough, but I was dumb. 

DF: Why was that called the Windsor School? Because of the Prince of Wales? 

AK: Damned if I know, I don't know. 

DF: Where was that farm? West of High River? 

AK: Oh, it would be about 8 or 10 miles. Out near... not Longview, I can't think of the name of the place, 

I might later on. Meadowbank. Out near there, about 2 miles away. 

DF: So, once you left school what did you do after that?  

AK: I just helped on the farm, and worked around for farmers.  

DF: What got you involved in the oil industry? 

AK: Well, I was working for this farmer and I didn't like him and I quit. So, I come up here and I hired on 

with Royalite on the 4th day of September 1929.  

DF: Who hired you? 

AK: A fellow named Tupper. Norman Tupper. He hired me for 3 or 4 days and I worked 37 years.  

DF: What was your first job? 

AK: Just a bull guy doing anything. Digging ditch and cutting brush and all that.  

DF: And was this before you had trenchers for digging the ditch? Were all the ditches dug by hand?  

AK: They had one trencher but it was just on the main line, it was never in the hills or anything. We 

would dig the hills up, cut brush by hand through the brush. They didn't have a brush cutter or bulldozer 

or anything.  

DF: Tell me more about cutting brush? 

AK: Cut it with an axe.  

DF: As close to the bottom as you could. 



AK: Yes, as close to the bottom, pile it up, burn it.  

DF: What else did the bush gang, or the bull gang do then? Brushing...? 

AK: Well that bull gang, there was about 35 of us on that bull gang when I started. And they would send 

us out in the morning do to everything, anything at all you would come to. And at night the boss would 

come along and he'd pick all the lazy ones out. So, they were gone. Gone that night and new faces 

would come in the morning. And that kept up for 3 months on that gang.  

DF: And where did the new faces come from? Did guys just show up? 

AK: No, they were all looking for jobs. There'd be about 35 or 40 guys at the office every morning 

looking for work. Times were tough then in '29 you know. Oh boy. There was no money around.  

DF: Now where did the guys who worked on the bull gang live? Was there single men’s housing? 

AK: Now the company had a bunk house one time, but I never lived in it.  

DF: Where did you live? 

AK: When I first come here, the wife., she didn't... I had to find a place to live, so I stayed in one of the 

rooming houses. You got your room and board for so much a month. 

DF: In Tuner Valley? 

AK: Yes.  

DF: Which one? 

AK: I can't remember it now.  

DF: Not the log cabin? 

AK: I was there too at the log cabin yeah, but the other ones I forget what they were. I don't know if I 

can think of it or not. 

DF: That's fine. So, you lived in Turner Valley and the bull gang then showed up at the plant every 

morning and then there were different jobs. 

AK: Not at the plant. No, I didn't go to the plant. They'd start at the company warehouse. They had the 

trucks there pick us up and everything. 

DF: Now would all the 35 men go to one place, or did they split you up? 

AK: They would split us up and send us all over.  

DF: So, you probably spent some time on a pick and shovel too? 



AK: Yes. Well the first 3 months I did. 

DF: What did you do after the first 3 months? 

AK: They come along and picked me out to go on another gang. This other gang was a bull gang fitting 

pipe up for the separators, to separate the oil and gas in the field. The foreman, name was Merlin?? 

Hunter.  

DF: What did that job involve? Fitting pipe.  

AK: Well that was hooking pipe, all by hand, screwed pipe in them days. Putting up separators to 

separate the oil and gas in different locations in the field. 

DF: Two-inch pipe? 

AK: From one inch up to six inch. 

DF: And it was all done by... 

AK: Hand.  

DF: And it was all screwed pipe?  It wasn't welded? 

AK: No, not in them days. We would screw it all together. 

DF: Now did you coat the pipe with anything to keep it from rusting? 

AK: The pipe that was on the surface we didn't coat it. But the pipe that was in the ground they used tar 

and then old gunny sacking to wrap it with. And that was it. And then tarred over the gunny sacking 

again. 

DF: Well that sounds like a miserable job. 

AK: Oh, that was a dirty job. That was a really dirty job. 

DF: Did you do duty on that? 

AK: I did everything. 

DF: So, by the end of the day you were covered with tar if you are doing that job. 

AK: Yes, you had a lot of tar on you I tell you. We needed pretty old clothes. You pretty near stand up 

alone if you let it get hard. 

DF: So, did you take your own lunches? 

AK: Yes, we took our lunch with us. 



DF: Thermos or bottle of water or something, eh? 

AK: We had thermos bottles later on, we started out with a lard pail. Same as the kids did you know. 

Then you got a lunch bucket and a thermos bottle. That helped. 

DF: So, after you worked on this pipe fitting gang what was your next job? 

AK: The next job I went on production, that was the separators out in the field they called them them 

days, they separated the oil and the gas. 

DF: So, did you work on separators? 

AK: Yes, I was an operator. 

DF: Operator. What sites? 

AK: I was at several sites. Royalite 6 and Royalite 11. 

DF: These are the numbers of wells? 

AK: They were the gas wells, yes. 

DF: Did you ever work at the number 2 plant or number 3 plant?  

AK: No, I never worked in plants at all. Never did. 

DF: And where were 6 and 11? What part of the Valley? 

AK: Well Royalite 11 was... go north of town, if you were just leaving town, and that's going north. So, 

you make the first turn left and you go west there about a quarter of a mile and just to the right you 

would see the little well heads with the fence around them. 

DF: And where was 6? 

AK: 6 was... now coming out of the Turner Valley you'd go up to Bailey Hill then you would turn left 

there and you go east there's a gas capped well in there. 

DF: And what were the duties of and operator add a separator of a well? 

AK: They gave you a chart to tell you how much gas was going out. So, they would tell you how many 

inches to carry on it, so you just kept the valves and held the well back to get the right amount that they 

wanted. 

DF: So, correct me if I am wrong, you then are supplying gas through a pipeline to the plant? 

AK: Yes, this plant here, the dole??? plant.  



DF: Now there was a separator at each well as well? 

AK: There was pretty well, them days. 

DF: So, it was taking off some of the liquids as well? 

AK: Yes, naphtha. Clear naphtha.  

DF: Now the naphtha was going to a tank on site? 

AK: Yes 

DF: And you were in charge of keeping track of that as well? 

AK: Yes, you had to gauge it once a day. 

DF: Now what happened to all that naphtha? Was it trucked away? 

AK: No, they pumped it out. They pumped it down, they had a pipeline and they pumped it down to the 

plant area where they had the tanks. 

DF: And was that refined in any way? 

AK: No, they pumped it right from there, they pumped it direct into Calgary, to the Imperial refinery 

right there at that time. 

DF: Now when you worked as an operator at a rig site, what was that, an 8-hour shift? 12-hour shift? 

AK:  8. 

DF: So, you went on a rotation so sometimes you run on the graveyard... 

AK: All the way around. 

DF: Now you mentioned when you moved to town, to Turner Valley, you boarded for a while, and you 

were already married by this time? 

AK: Yes, I married in 1927. 

DF: And who did you marry? 

AK: Thelma Watchhorn.  

DF: And where was she from? 

AK: She was from west of Cayley.  



DF: Now when you came to town then you were looking for a place that you could bring her to right? 

AK: Yes right. 

DF: What did you find when you were looking for a house? 

AK: Well, I will tell you, my dad had an old cook car down on the farm, and he wasn't using it anymore so 

we hauled it up to Turner Valley.  

DF: What is an old cook car? 

AK: Well if you can remember many years ago when there was big thrashing ?? crews, you had to feed 

them out on the job. So, this is a cook car on wheels. I don't know, it would be maybe, I don't know how 

long it was, I suppose about 25-30 feet long.  

DF: And how wide? 

AK: Oh, it'd be... I don't know... 

DF: About 10 feet wide? 

AK: 10? Yes 10 or 12 something like that. 

DF: And where did you move that into? 

AK: We moved it right into Turner Valley there and we rented a lot. 

DF: Who did you rent the lot from? 

AK: Francis Wurstemberger. 

DF: Yes, I know that name. So, you just rented some land from him? 

AK: Yes, just set the shack down in the bush. Cut the brush to set it down in.  

DF: Oh really? It wasn't cleared or anything? 

AK: No, you would set it right down. 

DF: And what kind of amenities did you have in there? 

AK: What? 

DF: Did you have gas in that? 



AK: Yes, there was an old gas line going by and the guy that was here in the best??  place, he would hook 

on the gas and leave a plug on the end, the next guy would come and he would get a little pipe and take 

it up to his place and that's the way it worked. And he was getting it from the McLeod lease, raw gas.  

DF: So that means it was raw gas, un-scrubbed...? 

AK: Un-scrubbed and the pressure would vary from 150 to 200 lb up and all over the place, there was no 

regulators them days. 

DF: And what did you use this for in the house then? Obviously for cooking. 

AK: That's all, yes. 

DF: And did you have a heater in addition to...? 

AK: Yes. There was a heater in the house. 

DF: And how about for lights? What did you do for light? 

AK: We just used coal oil, there was no power them days up there. 

DF: Did you ever hook up a gas light? 

AK: Yes, I did in the end. One. 

DF: That seems to make sense. 

AK: I forgot about that. 

DF: Well that would be about the same technology with the mantle in it... 

AK: Yes, with the old mantle, if you touched it was gone. It would break. 

DF: Because it's just ash. Once you burned it... 

AK: Yes, it would fall to pieces. 

DF: And how about for water? How did you get water to that house? 

AK: Well, I had a 5-gallon cream can and I hauled it with a car for a while. Then there was a water man 

who come into town with a team and a water wagon tank. And he'd haul water and we got it for five 

cents a pail for quite a while. 

DF: And your sewer system in those days were pretty primitive? 

AK: Yes, we just had the outhouse. 



DF: Did you have a heater in your outhouse like some people did? 

AK: No. 

DF: You just braved the elements. 

AK: Some of them got burnt in it. Yes, it was bad. Blew them up. 

DF: Not so good, eh? 

AK: No. 

DF: Okay, what else can you tell me about that first house? How long did you live there? 

AK: Lived there from '29... I lived there until about '32.  

DF: Then where did you go? 

AK: Then I bought a little house down, you know where the old hospital is? You know where Mary 

McRae is? Right next to her, next to the river. She had it bulldozed down a few years back. 

DF: That's too bad. And did you rent rom her then, some land? 

AK: No, I rented the land from Beck. 

DF: What was his first name? 

AK: Charlie Beck. 

DF: Now he owned the land down there and anyone who wanted to live down there just... 

AK: Yes, just rented it off him. 

DF: So you were right by the river, was that a nice place to live? 

AK: Yes. It was nice, real nice.  

DF: What did you do on the river there? Did you do any fishing? 

AK: Oh yes. I fished a lot in them days. 

DF: Great. What kind of fish did you get? 

AK: Grayling and trout. 

DF: Good fishing holes down there? 



AK: Yes, I used to walk up the river about a mile and walked down and the limit them days was 20. 

DF: 20 a day. Did you get your limit some days? 

AK: Yes, lots of days. Sure, I'd get ??? We weren't fish eaters. 

DF: Oh you weren't? 

AK: No, we ate the odd one but not many. 

DF: Not any amount, eh? 

AK: No.  

DF: Now did you have children while you were living down there? 

AK: We had 2 before we went down there. 

DF: How many children did you end up having in all? 

AK: 4 

DF: Can you tell me what the kids did for fun? 

AK: They played around. 

DF: In the river? 

AK: Well yes, some of them would get in the water, splash around and swam a little.  

DF: So you lived in that house until when? 

AK: 1949. 

DF: And what was your reason for moving? 

AK: I got moved to Redwater. 

DF: Well Redwater is certainly another story. We will back up here and I will ask you... 

AK: Better back up on the other a little bit. 

DF: So just let me get this straight, you went to Redwater with Royalite then?  

AK: Yes, Royalite.  

DF: Then to, obviously I gather, other places as well. Did you go up North during...? 



AK: No. 

DF: Just production in the Redwater area... 

AK: Before I went to Redwater I was a meter man, a well completion guy.  

DF: Okay, let's go back to after you came off the separators at the wells. 

AK: Yes, well that is when I went on as a meter man, and well completion was starting to bring their 

crude oil in. 

DF: Let's go a little bit slower here, what did a meter man do? 

AK: Well this job, they had meters at all these wells and batteries. So, they give the reading, and I had to 

maintain them and keep them calibrated. 

DF: How often did you check the meters? 

AK: I was supposed to check them once a week but sometimes I got there twice a month. Depends on 

how busy they kept you doing other things. 

DF: So, you were a meter maintenance man. You weren't actually the man who changed the chart on 

the meter everyday?  

AK: Oh no I didn’t... 

DF: That was somebody else.  

AK: That was the operator did that. 

DF: So, you checked to make sure the meters were working? And were you qualified or did you take 

them apart and so on? 

AK: Yup, overhaul them and everything. 

DF: And where did you do that? Back in town or right on site? 

AK: Right on the job. 

DF: Who taught you how to do that? 

AK: Nobody, I learned it the hard way. 

DF: Just do it, eh? 

AK: Yes. You are the boss. 



DF: Are those complicated, those meters? 

AK: They are in a way, but they weren't after you get used to it. But starting out it was pretty tough. 

Because they were never overhauling meters, they would just go and adjust the calibration on the 

needle, and that didn't work because I would come in and they'd say, well, our flow at the plant is 

different than at the field. Well the only thing wrong with it is something wrong with the meters. The 

plant, they kept their meters in pretty good shape and when I took over the meters at the field nobody 

had overhauled them there. They were full of wax and everything. So, I started on the one, the boss got 

after me, I said I don't know let's take it apart and see what it's made of. So, I did and it was just full of 

wax and junk. 

DF: It had just accumulated? 

AK: Yes, it had just accumulated over the years. I pulled it apart and that made all the difference in the 

world.  The next day after I did that he said holy boy the flow is just right on now. What did you do? I 

said I had to take it all apart. He said how long did that take? I said it took quite a while, pretty near half 

a day. Oh, he said, that's a lot of time. Well, I said, I don't know what else you can do, I can't do it any 

faster. Well, he said, it looks like you've got a lot of them to do. And there was. 

DF: So, did you speed it up after a while? 

AK: Oh yes, I sped it up. I would do one about every 2 hours. 

DF: But you still had to go from site to site. 

AK: Yes, I had a car and I had all the stuff in the car. And I could do it on the job, you took it back in to 

the shop you would never get it done. Traveling all the time.  

DF: So the company supplied cars? 

AK: Yup. 

DF: Do you remember what kind of cars they were? 

AK: Chevrolet. 

DF: And what kind of tools would you carry in that? 

AK: Well I just had the right amount of tools to overhaul. Small tools and I had big tools as well but... 

DF: Open-end box-end stuff, or did you have sockets? 

AK: I had sockets, yes. I had to buy my own to start with. 

DF: You did, eh? 



AK: Oh yeah. The boss said no use in buying tools the guys will only lose them or steal them. Well, I said, 

I can't overhaul without so I went and bought my own. After that, then they supplied me with tools. 

They were good then after that. My bosses at the time, if you want to know who they were, Vern Taylor, 

Gordon Connell, and Roland Thompson. They were my bosses. King Houston, he was the big boss. He 

was the manager, the top dog. 

DF: So King was his nickname - what was his real name? 

AK: Who knows. 

DF: Great. So, then every day you would go down to the warehouse and pick up the car and ... 

AK: No, I took it home. 

DF: So, have we covered everything a meter man did then?  Did you do any other duties in the field? 

AK: Yes, well when they started to get the crude oil wells then there was well completions on top of 

that. You had to go and help to bring the wells in and acidize them and everything. 

DF: Ok, you said a lot of things there. I would like for you to sort of unpack that. By completion you 

mean what? 

AK: Well they would build the well and when they were done drilling, the drilling crew were finished, the 

well completions we had to do that. So, we had to get the mud out first thing. We would pump down 

gas and oil until it started to flow. 

DF: Yes, and you pumped that mud then out to where - into a pit? 

AK: A flare pit and burned it up. 

DF: Okay. So, you got the mud out. Let me just backtrack here for a minute. If we are talking about the 

period when the oil was coming in, then we must be into the late '30s. Because oil wasn't found here 

until '36. 

AK: It was the late '30s, early '40s. 

DF: So once you got the mud out and put that in the flare pit, then what was the next stage? 

AK: Then we got the oil going into the tank. Then after that, if it wasn't flowing the way we thought it 

should do, and then acidize it. You'd get Dow or Halliburton, or we'd get them vise versa, you know, and 

they'd come and acidize the well. 

DF: Now can you explain the acidization process? 

AK: Well, engineers figured that out. I forget how many gallons of acid we would pump down, it varied 

from different holes. If it was a tight hole where the formation was tight then we would pump a little 

more and a little more pressure on it.  



DF: So, you were putting acid in the well to open up the formation, and you'd put pressure on the acid 

to get it back in. 

AK: That's right. 

DF: I am going to be sort of repetitious here but I want to make sure... 

AK: That's the proper way. You are naming it the right way. I wasn't naming it the right way. That is the 

right way. 

DF: So, what's it got in there, did you leave it sit for an hour, or a day, or what? Did you leave it sit for a 

while to do its work? 

AK: Left it for a while but not too long. It does its work pretty quick. 

DF: An hour? 

AK: About an hour I guess, something like that. 

DF: Now then what did they do? They let off the pressure, where did all the acid go? 

AK: Well then, the acid is all ... then we had to get all the water out. The acid turns the water. So, then 

we would pump oil and gas down the hole and the oil would start coming up with solid oil until the gas 

started to break through. Well then when they started flowing real good then we would shut the 

compressor off and it was on its own. 

DF: Okay. So, you pump the acid in and to get the acid out and the water out, then you pumped in the 

oil and gas. Now when all that stuff was coming out, before you were getting a clean flow, where was all 

that stuff going? Into the pit again? 

AK: The first part of it was. We would flare it to get rid of the muck and dirt.  

DF: I've seen film footage and photographs down in the Black Diamond bar, there's these photographs 

of these huge billowing clouds of smoke - is that as a result of acidization? 

AK: Most of the time, or else just opening the well up to flare will do the same thing.  

DF: Just looks like... 

AK: Oh, it just rolls out. 

DF: Spectacular wasn't it? 

AK: Oh yeah.  

DF: Very neat to see. Okay, so then you flared off whatever was coming out... 



AK: Until they got clean and then we would put it in the separators, then the tanks. 

DF: Good. Now were there any other parts to completing the well as you called it? 

AK: That's about it. 

DF: So Royalite never did any acidizing on its own, they always brought in somebody else? 

AK: They had Halliburton and Dow. 

DF: How about putting dynamite down there and going that route? There are stories about some wells 

that they dynamited. 

AK: No we never did, as far as I know. 

DF: Well that's probably in the earlier years and they figured it wasn't worth it or something. 

Nitroglycerin, don't you remember that story about that? 

AK: Yeah, I remember now. No, not as far as I know we never used it. 

DF: So then, a meter man had to be... I'm getting my time periods mixed up here. Did you work then as a 

meter man at a well completion or where you doing something else during the well completions?  

AK: The job was everything, you are kind of a handyman, you did everything. I could operate the 

compressors. I could start them for them and everything. I did everything, a handyman. 

DF: Well let's talk about the compressors. They must have been fired with some kind of fuel. 

AK: Natural gas. 

DF: Right off the wells, local wells. 

AK: Yes, right off the local wells.  

DF: And how big were these compressors? 

AK: I don't hardly know. The one we had in the field ??? the wells out was a Clark.  

DF: How many cylinders? One, or more? 

AK: Two. 

DF: What kind of pressure were you trying to get out of them? 

AK: We would run it up there pretty high. We would get it up to 1500-1600. 

DF: And that's pounds per square inch. 



AK: Yes.  

DF: Now, did you need compressors at... like, once you got an oil well flowing, did you leave the 

compressors there for when it slacked off or did you move that compressor somewhere else?  

AK: It was a portable compressor. We could move it wherever we wanted to, but we'd leave it there 

until we knew the well was completed and finished. And then if we had another one ready we would 

move the compressor, it was a portable deal. And they would get the big trucks and haul it.  

DF: Who did the hauling? Royalite? Or did they have somebody else? 

AK: Royalite had their own trucks for a long while.  

DF: Now when WW2 came along, and you were obviously here during that period, were there any 

special conditions? War time conditions? Did you... were you one of the men that carried a side arm or a 

gun. 

AK: No, they didn't do that. But these batteries as I was telling you, when you're an operator, you had a 

lock on the gate. The well site was fenced, or the battery site. You had a key to get into the gate. You 

didn't let nobody in, or else they had the pass.  

DF: Did you have a pass? 

AK: Yes, everybody that was entitled to a pass had one. 

DF: And the pass got you into... did it state on it which sites you could get into?  

AK: No, it was more or less what you call a key... 

DF: Oh, a pass key. 

AK: Yeah, you could get into any lock with it.  

DF: Oh, I see. No I was thinking... somebody here showed me the other week showed me a security card 

with a photograph on it. Did you ever have one of those during the war? 

AK: I don't remember. See, I wasn't at the plant. 

DF: No but, if you went to a battery they just expected you? They knew who you were and just let you 

in? 

AK: Yes. You got a little card, but I don't know... your picture might have been on it, I don't know, I forget 

now.  

DF: It just proved that you were employed. 

AK: That's right.  



DF: Okay. Now the only people then that carried guns were the guards at the plant and so on. 

AK: I believe they did. I never had anything to do with them but I believe they had ??? or something.  

DF: Production was just open flat out during the war. 

AK: Yes, we were running flat out. 

DF: And why did that change? Were you busier? Did you work longer shifts? 

AK: No, we worked 8 hours.  

DF: Did the war bring more men into the field?  

AK: No, not too many extras, no.  

DF: Were there any special wartime conditions like rationing of food and gas and tires and so on? 

AK: Yes, there was. 

DF: How did that affect you? 

AK: Well the company was all right, they had enough. But the tires got pretty poor on us on the 

company cars. They got real poor. Because them tires they were putting out during the war was terrible. 

Sometimes I had 3 or 4 flats in one day. You would have to walk or get a ride in. You get the tire repaired 

at the company's own garage there, you know, that sort of thing. The tires were terrible. 

DF: How about on muddy roads, how did you get through them? 

AK: Muddy roads? They just bucked them, you just bucked the mud. 

DF: You just hit the mud holes hard and hoped you got through?  

AK: That's right. In a lot of cases yes. 

DF: How about chains, did you use them? 

AK: Yes, used them too.  

DF: You could get pretty muddy some days? 

AK: Well yes, the roads were terrible and some of them weren't even gravel. And they didn't plow the 

snow off of them like they do now either. You just bucked the snow, and buck everything.  

DF: So, a guy who's driving around on the field could have some experiences? 

AK: Oh yeah, lots of them.  



DF: Do you have any stories about bad roads? Getting thrown in the ditch or... 

AK: No, I never went in the ditch. No. I will tell you one story. I was coming home, there was a home hill 

out there. I was coming in for lunch and I was coming pretty fast over that hill and there was a big truck 

crossed through the hill. Oh boy. So, I went down in the ditch and out. Never made a miss. Never upset 

or anything I thought, oh boy. After that I approached the hill pretty easy. I tell you that scared me. 

DF: What was his truck doing sideways on top of the hill? 

AK: Icy, and skidding and he got right cross faced.  

DF: So, he took up the whole road bed. 

AK: Yes, he had a load of pipe on, and oh boy. Took up the whole road.  

DF: You could have been dead, eh? 

AK: Yes. I could have been dead as a doornail but I ... I hit the ditch... 

DF: Just kept driving.  

AK: Never slowed up. Snow about that deep. 

DF: That deep, good for you. Yeah, I went in the ditch one day when I was driving in the truck with my 

dad and once we hit the ditch he said, just keep driving it. And we just drove it right back out.  

AK: Yeah, keep going if you stop you... 

DF: You'd never get out. Were there restrictions on travel, non-work-related travel? You had a car all 

this time, did you? 

AK: Yes, I had a car. No, I wasn't supposed to use it off duty.  

DF: No, but did you have your own vehicle? 

AK: Yeah, we had our own. It was strict. You had to get them coupons for gas.  

DF: Yes, I know the gas was couponed, you had coupons for it. But did that mean, say, you couldn't go to 

Calgary once a month or once a week? 

AK: Well yeah. You know how much gas you were going to have so you limited everything.  

DF: Now did you ever, were you here during the days when guys got fueled up at the separator on the 

lease instead of at the gas station? 

AK: Oh yeah, I used that all the time when I was operating there on the naphtha wells, sure.  



DF: Did you ever get any gas from there for your own car? 

AK: Oh sure, you’re right there, sure. Nobody ever bothered you. 

DF: Well there was a lot of it around wasn't there? 

AK: Yeah, the boss was never bothered. 

DF: No? Did it smell bad when you burnt it? 

AK: Oh yes, stink. Oh boy.  

DF: Now did the gas, the naphtha, from the south end, that was not as sour as from the north end 

right?  

AK: I guess the further north you went it was worse, but I was mostly this end.  

DF: Still, people could smell you, if you went to Calgary they'd know where you were from. 

AK: Yeah, they'd turn their nose up at you. You bet.  

DF: Was the wartime any hardship for you as far as restrictions and so on? 

AK: Well I guess it was in a way. You couldn't... there was certain things, sugar and jam you'd want for 

your household was rationed. But outside of that we had our own garden and everything. All that in 

them days, you had a nice garden. 

DF: That helps a lot, doesn't it? 

AK: Yeah, you'd have spuds and turnips and carrots from one year to the next. Not like now.  

DF: Now after you worked doing completion, well, what were you doing during the war, were you on 

completion? 

AK: That was it yes. 

DF: And between... did you ever do any other kinds of work, production work, before you went to 

Redwater? 

AK: No, that was it right there.  

DF: Let's talk about the training. There was no real place you could go to learn these jobs. How did you 

get trained? 

AK: They would say Red, you go out there and do that. You know how to do it. And that's all the training 

I ever got.  



DF: So even working on a separator, eh? 

AK: Yeah. They'd say, you worked around them, you know. The bosses all figured.... you go. I never got 

into trouble so I guess I did all right.  

DF: Never had any accidents or anything? 

AK: No. I was fortunate.  

DF: Now you are lucky, because there were lots of accidents, weren't there? 

AK: There was a few.  

DF: You were working with fairly, potentially dangerous materials. 

AK: When you start that, you use your head. You don't go into it with your hands first. You use this first.  

DF: You use your head first. 

AK: Yeah, when I got to be boss, that's what I trained the men. Use this first, and this next.  

DF: Head first and hands second. 

AK: You bet. Use your head first. Keep you from getting killed.  

DF: Did you ever have any close calls with Hydrogen Sulfide? 

AK: Not really. No, I was never knocked out.  

DF: Ever get any whiffs of it that would make you feel a little...? 

AK: Oh yeah, I been on my knees.  

DF: You have, eh? I've heard guys say that once they've got in contact with hydrogen sulfide, and then 

got away from it, when they got to the fresh air that's when they got knocked out. Do you understand 

that process? Why did it happen that way? 

AK: Yeah that is right.  

DF:  Why did it happen that way, do you know? 

AK: I don't know. I went down once, and I crawled, and it was a good job I crawled away from it, I 

crawled on my hands and knees, and when I came out of it, I was kind of half dazed, but it was kind of 

funny, but it never hurt me any.  

DF: Did you ever get gassed eyes? 



AK: Yup.  

DF: What did that feel like? 

AK: Well I tell you that's something. It happens about 6-8 hours after you get it. Just like thousands of 

needles in your eyes. It's terrible. Painful. I've had it twice.  

DF: And how did this happen? 

AK: You just get the gas around in an enclosure, you wouldn't notice enough you wouldn't think there 

was enough to bother you but it affected my eyes.  

DF: So if there wasn't enough wind blowing past to dilute it or something...? 

AK: Well, yes, there would just be a little air, you know, but it doesn't take much to get your eyes either. 

Over a period of a few hours, a couple hours.  

DF: The gassed eyes refers to... what is it that actually hurts your eyes? Is it the sulfur in the gas? 

AK: Well I can't really tell you. The doctors can't do nothing for you, you've just got to suffer it out. 

DF: So, would it mean that you were off work? 

AK: Well it generally happens after you went home, you see, at night. The next morning you were okay.  

DR: Well that's convenient! 

AK: Oh, no you never lost time, no.  

DF: Did you ever go to the doctors for this?  

AK: I went once, but he couldn't do nothing so... 

DF: You have any drops or anything? 

AK: No, you didn't put nothing in. Not them days. 

DF: Did you ever have any accidents with fires? 

AK: No. 

DF: Nothing ever got lit on you? 

AK: No, only what we wanted to light.  

DF: Well tell me about that.  



AK: When you are lighting... some of these flares they'd be out, they'd be blowing themselves out. And 

they are in a big flare pit, and you'd have to get a rag and get stone on it and throw it out.  

DF: Well wait a minute, just throwing a stone out is not going to light it, is it? 

AK: Well it had a rag on it, an oily rag. 

DF: And you lit the rag? 

AK: Yeah. You get it lit, and you hurry up, or you'd get your hands burnt. You'd throw it out. Then if you 

missed it, then there was more gas that was accumulating. So, you'd have to hurry up and throw 

another one out. 

DF: And then when it... finally it lit... 

AK: It would go boom! 

DF: Would that knock you over? Was there a pressure wave? 

AK: It would help to push you away, right to the edge of the flare pit. 

DF: And you were running the other way? 

AK: You were running anyway, that's right.  

DF: Good for you.  

AK: Oh boy, it was quite a deal. Nowadays it's all automatic now.  

DF: Yeah, when I talked to Tom Trotter, he said that, he told me how he lit the Hell's Half Acre flare, and 

that was a pretty big one there. He said you ran pretty fast after you lit that one.  

AK: Yeah, he was throwing a stone in or something. A stick or a stone.  

DF: A rag tied to a rock or something. If you ever ran into any... I can imagine working with big 

equipment, and with pipelines, well all the different kinds of things you worked with, that you may on 

occasion ran into a situation where you got, oh, injured in some way. What kind of medical facilities 

were available to you if you got hurt? 

AK: Myself, I never got injured. But they had a little place down at the Royalite at them times. They had 

a little place, a first aid station. First aid had been there for awhile, years and years back, you know.  

DF: And then if the first aid man couldn't take care of you, where did you go next? 

AK: They would send you to the doctor.  

DF: And where was the doctor’s office? 



AK: Black Diamond, I think mostly.  

DF: And then the closest hospital was in... serious hospital was in Calgary wasn't it? 

AK: That's right. 

DF: Now there was a hospital here down by where you lived right? 

AK: Yeah, that come later. 

DF: In '39 wasn't it? 

AK: The hospital started? I forget the year it started. 

DF: But down by the river. 

AK: Yeah.   

Tape 1 Side 2 

AK: I used to stammer to beat hell, that was bad. That's makes it pretty tough for you to interview 

anybody.  

DF: You are not stammering very much at all today.  

AK: No. When you get older you kind of get away from it. You slow down I think. Must be.  

DF: You are doing really well today. 

AK: But I can stammer to beat hell. Not so much this last few years. 

DF: Oh good. Let me think if I can find any other questions about field work. Were there any special 

things you had to do in the wintertime? I can imagine that the pipe lines and the valves and so on could 

get cold and maybe even freeze. Did you have any duties? 

AK: Yes, there was a lot of that happening.  

DF: What did you do in winter to keep stuff operational?  

AK: Is that way back in the...? 

DF: Any time period while you were at Turner Valley. 

AK: The crude wells, the flow lines would freeze up. Slug off like they call it. 

DF: Slug off? 



AK: They would wax off and freeze with ice. 

DF: The wax in the oil would separate from the oil because the oil got too cold. 

AK: Yes, it would build up along the pipeline... 

DF: Inside? 

AK: Inner edge, yes.  

DF: And then it would just plug right up? 

AK: It would starts plugging up. Icing up and plugging off. 

DF: So, what did you do to fix that? 

AK: We would pump alcohol in the line. 

DF: How did this help? 

AK: The alcohol would get in there and cut the ice away. and you leave it sit there for a while, and then 

you would open it up slowly, and it would work through, and then you would shut it off again. Then you 

would let her build up, and then open it up quick and blow it out most of the time. 

DF: The pressure would push it through. 

AK: Yes, push it right through. 

DF: Now, some people have told me in the wintertime the lines were blown out. Is this what you are 

talking about? This process? 

AK: This is the flow lines that I'm talking about. The gas lines, they would do that as well.  

DF: And the gas lines, would they flare them in order to get them...? 

AK: Yes, they'd blow them out to atmosphere.  

DF: And the attempt here was to get the moisture out of the line? 

AK: That's right. To get the water out. Sometimes there would be quite a bit. 

DF: So, the water was your biggest enemy in the winter time? 

AK: That's right. The accumulation from the condensation I guess they call it. 

DF: But there is always moisture in the oil and gas.  



AK: Always is. 

DF: You have to be fighting it one way or another. 

AK: Summertime you are okay. The cold weather is the bad. 

DF: Now, in the wintertime on the crude wells, how did you keep that oil warm enough to get it to the 

plant and then on to the refinery? Was it warm enough because it was deep? 

AK: No, not here. We had to heat it with steam. To begin with we had steam to heat the tanks to the 

pipeline's proper temperature. 

DF: And the later years? 

AK: Later years you used a treater. 

DF: What does a treater do? 

AK: It separates the oil and gas and also heat it. You can set it at whatever temperature, 130 or 35 or 40, 

whatever you want. And that breaks the water out and also heats the oil. 

DF: But the oil is, in a pipeline, buried below frost, isn't it? 

AK: Most of it is, yes. 

DF: So, that helps too. It's not like the pipeline is on top of the ground and it's 40 below and you are 

fighting 40 below. 

AK: Yes. It is buried down about 4 feet. Most of them. 

DF: That should be below frost on most years. 

AK: Well it helps anyway. You don't break it down at 6 feet or anything, no. 

DF: Just too much work? 

AK: It's too expensive. 

DF: Okay. Now that's on the crude wells - was there any special winterizing precautions you did on the 

gas wells? 

AK: No, not really, I don't think so. 

DF: Similar kinds of things, blowing them off... 

AK: Yes, the same. 



DF: What do you remember about the conservation board and the changes it created in the field? 

AK: The Conservation Board… see whether they come here or not. I'm trying to think. 

DF: It was formed in 1938. 

AK: In 1938, yup. They kept us... they started lining us up... we were firing too much gas, we were 

wasting it. So, then they started cutting back so it couldn't flare. See we used to supply the plant with so 

much gas, and then the excess we'd flare in order to get the oil off. So, after they come, well they 

started pinching up on us.  

DF: And you mentioned earlier that you worked for Gord Connell.  

AK: Gordon? Yes. 

DF: Saw him last week.  

AK: Did you? 

DF: He's doing well. 

AK: He was down here last summer. 

DF: He was here last week too. 

AK: Was he? Oh, I missed him.  

DF: Now, was he working for Royalite when you worked for him? 

AK: Yes, he worked for Royalite. I think he worked for the Conservation Board for a little while, didn't 

he? 

DF: Yes. And then he worked for Royalite. That's how you met Gordon. And what was his duty when he 

was your boss? 

AK: He was a production engineer I think. 

DF: Yeah, because he came here first with the Board, and then later on he worked for Royalite. I think 

we've pretty well run out of things to talk about as far as your work-related career. Can you remember 

any incidents? Well, we've already talked about accidents and so on, but any funny stories that 

happened on the job site? 

AK: The funny stories years back, the fellows used to eat their lunch in the boiler house. And the boiler 

houses were all plank. And they'd lay down and sleep you know. And one guy used to take these... he 

wore them long new rubber boots, and he'd put them right down in front of him there, and he'd get up 

and step right into them. One guy nailed them right to the floor one day. And that's wasn't funny, but it 



was kind of funny to us but it wasn't funny to him when he fell right over on his face, and that was bad. 

Oh boy. I always remember that, that was a dirty thing to do. Somebody did it. I don't know who. 

DF: That's a good story.  

AK: Oh gosh. The things like that. And another guy nailed my lunch box down to the floor. I reached 

down and grabbed it and just pulled the thing apart. You know you just expect to pick it up.  

DF: Yes, and pulled the lid right off? 

AK: Yeah, and a guy is strong and you'd pull the lid right off. Another time we'd all huddled around and 

had eaten, and then we were sitting there with our lunch boxes there, another old guy with a Cat drove 

right over the whole works. Smashed them all. We could have killed him for that. Funny things happen.  

DF: Those are exactly the kinds of things I want to hear about. Can you remember any other ones? 

AK: I don't know of any more. No. Oh yeah, the truckers used to come out with loads of pipe, like from 3 

inch to 4 inch, and we'd string it from here over to the hospital. Well this one guy come along and he 

wouldn't string it for us. He just dumped it all off right there and we had to pack it all on our... 

DF: You mean by stringing, you wanted him to drive along and take it off. 

AK: That's right. 

DF: As you... where you were going to use it.  

AK: Yeah, one joint after the other. But he wouldn't do it. He said, to hell with it, and he'd let her go right 

there. And then we had to carry it for a quarter of a mile I guess.  

DF: How much would a stretch of pipe weigh? 

AK: Just 2 men could carry that 4 inch, that was heavy pipe, some of it.  

DF: But still. If you had to carry that for a quarter of a mile.  

AK: Oh yeah. You are right, you get that on your shoulder there, your shoulder gets pretty sore after 

awhile.  

DF: I bet. 

AK: Oh gosh, there were some funny characters. 

DF: Let's move on to what the living conditions were like. Let's talk a bit about stories you remember 

about your living conditions. The housing and so on was quite different then it is now. Once you moved 

down by the river, where did you get your water there? Did you have a well? 

AK: Right out of the river most of the time. 



DF: You did hey? Yanked it out of the river. 

AK: Yeah. 

DF: Did you run yourself a little pipe line? 

AK: No, you just go and get a bucket. 

DF: How far were you from the river? 

AK: Not very far. From here to the shack there. Not very far away. 

DF: A couple hundred feet. 

AK: Yeah.  

DF: You still had a gas line there for...? 

AK: Yeah, we had gas. First, we got gas from the old Alta oil company. We didn't have to pay for it. And 

then Malvern Davies came in and they had the scrub gas. 

DF: And Malvern Davies was with Valley pipeline? 

AK: No, Valley Gas.  

DF: Sorry, they were different. 

AK: Yes, Valley Gas.  

DF: It's important to keep all the different little companies separated. Because Valley Gas was a public 

utility, and Valley Pipeline was a subsidiary of Madison?? wasn't it?  Who else lived with you down, who 

else lived in that area down by the hospital? 

AK: There was the Becks. Charlie Becks. Minnie McRae, Minnie we called her. There was... 

DF: She's the mother of Mary? 

AK: No, the mother of Mary's husband. Then there was Jack Denning. They lived right next door to us. 

And that's about all I can remember. And Wilds, Doris Wild, Doris McInnis now. They lived down there. 

DF: What was her husband’s name? 

AK: Charlie. Now she's a McInnis. They lived there too. 

DF: So, wasn't too many people down there? 

AK: No, wasn't too many. Small community.  



DF: Did you have a social life down there? Did you play cards and so on? 

AK: Yeah, they played cards. 

DF: Any other activities down there? 

AK: Well not much. We went to curling, my wife curled a lot. She used to go down to the old curling rink, 

down where the old Royalite garage was. And she curled there for a long time. 

DF: How about the swimming pool down at the gas plant. Can you tell me something about it? 

AK: I don't know too much about it. The kids went swimming there but that was about it.  

DF: Where did the water come from for that? 

AK: Come right from the plant. One of the heat exchangers. It come right out the heat exchanger as far 

as I know. Just about the right temperature. 

DF: So, about 100 degrees or something? 

AK: I suppose it was 80-100. Not too hot, they could stand it anyway.  

DF: And then the water circulated through that and then out into the river? 

AK: Yeah, back into the river again. 

DF: Do you happen to remember what it cost to go to that pool? 

AK: Very little. I don't remember the actual cost, but it was very little. Just enough to keep the lady there 

that looked after it. Very little.    

DF: We are skipping over bits and pieces of the community here. Was there a name for where you lived? 

Was that called Okalta Flats there? 

AK: That's Okalta Flats, yes. 

DF: Just on the other side of the river, that was Cuffling Flats up there. 

AK: Yes, up on top of the hill. 

DF: And there was a little walking bridge in between there, wasn't there? 

AK: Yes, there was.  

DF: So, did you visit people over on that side of town too? 

AK: We never walked across the bridge. We would go around. We used to go see the Barkers.  



DF: That's Lawrence and Bea. 

AK: That bridge has been gone for a long while. 

DF: That was really a pipeline crossing with a foot bridge on top. 

AK: Yes. 

DF: When you wanted to go out for an evening for entertainment, where did you go and what did you 

do? 

AK: We used to go to the beer parlor once in a while.  

DF: Here in Black Diamond? 

AK: We went to Longview quite a little bit. Once a month, maybe, or so. 

DF: How about... did you go to dances? 

AK: Yes. We'd go to dances. 

DF: Where were the dances? 

AK: Well, let me see. Right where the old picture show is. Right in there. Same building I think. 

DF: How about into Calgary. Did you go in there? 

AK: Yes, we used to go to shows once in awhile.  

DF: Did you ever take out membership up at the golf course? Were you a golfer? 

AK: We did later on. Not at that time, but later on.  

DF: And that was built up around Snob Hill there, wasn't it? 

AK: Yes, that's where I ended up, up there.  

DF: Did you end up, up there? 

AK: Yes, Royalite Hill.  

DF: You lived there? When did you move there? 

AK: I moved there in 1953.  

DF: This is after you came back from Redwater. 



AK: Yes.  

DF: Which was your house? 

AK: My house was 679 Royalite Way S.E. 

DF: Tell me what it was like living up there. 

AK: It was nice living up there.  

DF: This was after the... this was when the houses were being sold to people, wasn't it? 

AK: Yes, the first year I was there I had it rented. Then they give us a choice of either buying or moving 

out. 

DF: Do you remember what you paid for it? 

AK: Yes. I tell you I paid $4000. That's minus the lot, mind you, that wasn't the lot.  

DF: And what did the lot cost? 

AK: The lot cost $5900. 

DF: And the lot you bought from the town then? 

AK: No. I bought it from Harold Newby.  

DF: How come you bought it from him. 

AK: He owned the land there. He bought the land off of Royalite.  

DF: I see. So, you had to buy the house from the plant, and the land from Harold Newby.  

AK: Yup. 

DF: What was that house like? 

AK: It was a nice house. An old house. A well-built house. They were well built.  

DF: They had been built way back in the '30s hadn't they? 

AK: Built in 1938. 

DF: These were for plant managers. 

AK: It was all bosses, yes. 



DF: Do you remember anything about the construction details in there? Did you ever do any renovations 

and find...? 

AK: Yes, it was all shiplap and nails. Wasn't nails, spikes into everything. Yes, the spikes would be great 

big long fellows, you could hardly pull them out.  

DF: 8-inch spikes? 

AK: 6 inch, 5 and 6 inch. Great big fellows. The board was all nailed 3 nails in each board.  

DF: Well built, eh? 

AK: Oh yes. You couldn't knock it down. 

DF: How many bedrooms in that house? 

AK: There was 2 upstairs and 2 in the basement.  

DF: So, it was a two-story with a full basement. 

AK: Yes, full basement.  

DF: And that had all the amenities? Water and gas and so on? Electricity? 

AK: Yes.  

DF: How long did you stay there? 

AK: I stayed there 36 1/2 years.  

DF: Wow. What year did you leave that place? 

AK: I left last year in May. I came in here the first of May in 1990. My wife passed away in 1988. 6th day 

of December of 1988. 

DF: Well that must have been a nice place from which to start your daily walks, eh? 

AK: Oh yes. And we golfed a lot there. Oh boy. It's handy. We had a golf power cart, and we would go 

out.  

DF: Drive it right to your house. 

AK: Yes, I had a little shed to put it in and everything.  

DF: Nice little way to get into your retirement. 

AK: Oh yeah. I retired in 1966. End of October 1966. 



DF: So, you moved into the house in 1953. From '53 to '66, who were you working for? 

AK: I was working for., well most of the time it was Royalite. The last year or two was B.A. I believe.  

DF: And you were working in production still? 

AK: Yes. I was production superintendent.  

DF: Great. What can you tell me about community life? What can you remember about the businesses, 

the shop owners, the newspaper people? Did you ever run into Barney Halpin? 

AK: No, I didn't know him too well. But I heard a lot of him.  

DF: Any stories? 

AK: No, I don't really know of any stories about him. 

DF: He was not one of the people who supported the Social Credit. Where did you come down on that? 

AK: Me? I thought the Social Credit was alright at that time.  

DF: Yeah? What did they do for you? 

AK: I don't know that they did anything for me, it just seemed like the right thing to do at that time. The 

right change come. And I guess it was, I don't know really. They were in, for what, 35 years? So, I guess it 

was alright.  

DF: Were you okay when they first came in? In '35? 

AK: Yes, let's see... 

DF: 1935 is when the Social Credit came in. 

AK: Yes, I was still here. 

DF: Now, Premier Aberhart represented this riding. Do you remember anything about him? 

AK: Not really, no. I'm not a politician guy. I don't care much about politics, but no, I didn't follow him 

too close.  

DF: Well I have another question about Social Credit. The people of this riding, Okotoks High River 

Riding, and that includes the oilfield, they recalled him in 1938. Do you remember anything about that? 

AK: They recalled Aberhart? 

DF: Yes.  



AK: No. 

DF: Hundreds of people here signed a petition to yank him out of the government. The next election he 

ran elsewhere. But I can't get anybody to admit to being involved with that.  

AK: I can't remember that. Not really, no. 

DF: Okay. That's fine. Remember anything about crime in this area? 

AK: There was very little crime here. This was a good place. Let me see. The Mounties... they brought a 

Mountie in here years back and then they dropped him out, then brought him in again. They never had 

any troubles. Not much at all.  

DF: Some people like to talk about places, like oilfields, as real rough places where a lot of bad things 

were going on. But I haven't found anybody yet who says that this was a real bad crime area.  

AK: No, the only crime there was, if a guy... if they got out and get into a fight with their fists and that 

was over with.  

DF: Solved it that way. 

AK: Solved it, and that fixed the problem. When I first come here in 1929 there was about 2 or 3 fights a 

night. But that didn't mean a thing. All over with it, and nobody pulled a knife or a gun or shot one 

another or anything. It was all next day we were talking to one another again.  

DF: Just a way to let off steam, eh? 

AK: That's all.  

DF: Well that's good. How about bootlegging? 

AK: Oh yeah, there was bootlegging.  

DF: Who was doing that kind of thing? 

AK: Years ago, I don't really know. But later years there was a fellow named Eddie Glen. And the cops 

never bothered him. They let him go. But he never sold to minors. And that was one of the good things I 

guess.  

DF: I've heard that from other people too, that cops didn't particularly bother the bootleggers.  

AK: They did others, but they never bothered him. 

DF: How about red-light houses. Did you ever hear about any of those around here? 

AK: There was a couple here that I recall, yeah. 



DF: Where were they?  

AK: There was one up west of Turner Valley there you get in the bush one time. I forget what they called 

it. And then there was another place called Mabel's Place. It was out south there. South of Black 

Diamond, you are on this road going south. You know there is a house on the right-hand side where you 

go up the hill, there was a little old house there then. That's what they called Mabel's Place one time. 

The other one, I forget what they called the other one west of town here.  

DF: West of which town? 

AK: Turner Valley. Just up west there in the bush, and just as you go out of town you make the turn and 

start going west and there is a little shack in there one time. Not there no more but was there. 

DF: Did you ever visit Hell's Half Acre when it was flaring? Up by the Number 4.  

AK: You bet. I worked there. Worked there on the gas cap wells. It was frozen up one time and we 

thawed it up, and boy she busted loose. And we could hear it coming and just rattling. We run??? And 

then it busted loose and that flare really come. The whole ground was shaking. 

DF: Really. Now why was the ground shaking? 

AK: Because of the volume. Busted lose and come so fast you know. Oh man. 

DF: How many pipes were flaring down into the...? 

AK: From the well itself, there was just one 6-inch pipe.  

DF: You can put a lot of gas through a 6-inch pipe. 

AK: You betcha. But the plant had their flare up there as well.  

DF: And what size was that line, another 6-inch or bigger? 

AK: I know really know, from the plant, it would be a 6 anyway. 

DF: What did that flare sound like? 

AK: Sometimes it would roar pretty good. At night it would light the whole sky up.  

DF: Any particular smell to it? 

AK: Not really, no. Not burning, no. 

DF: Now where it went down into the creek bed, did the flames actually come up the other side a little 

ways? 



AK: They had it kind of pointing down and it would just blow up all around. A big circle light. Depended 

on the volume they were putting out.  

DF: Did the hobos and so on go down there to stay warm in the winter?  

AK: I wouldn't think so down there. Up at the Macleod leases there in the early '30's, they used to get 

around the flare. The flares are small and they'd huddle around there. Some would have a piece of tin 

over them to keep warm.  

DF: I suppose there were some people that came here looking for work and didn't get it.  

AK: All kinds of them. Hundreds of them.  

DF: And how did they... they just had to find some way to get back to the railway or whatever. 

AK: Walked, I guess. They had very little money, some didn't have any.  

DF: Do you remember the hard years in the '30's when work was tough to get? Were you ever laid off? 

AK: No, I was never laid off at all. I never missed a paycheck all my life after I hired on. 

DF: There was certainly was a shortage of work in the '30's.  

AK: Yes, there was a lot of people laid off.  

DF: How about the people in town that were poor or hungry, how were they helped out? 

AK: There was kind of a relief system here. A fellow named Sandy McNabb, I guess he went to the 

companies and got food or shores and took it to them, to different people.  

DF: From the different companies then? 

AK: Yes, I think he got a little money from the company. I believe so. And then he went to the stores and 

got handouts.  

DF: Now who was Sandy McNabb? Why did he do this? 

AK: He was an operator with the company years ago too. But he was quite a bit older than the rest of us. 

He's been dead a long time.  

DF: Was he retired when he was he was doing this? Or was he just doing this on his own time? 

AK: No, he was still operating.  

DF: He had a heart for what was going on and... 



AK: Yes, he lived up just north of town where you call Whisky Row. He lived up in there. He just did it for 

the good of his heart.  

DF: Was a tough time for a lot of people.  

AK: Oh, it was. Was a lot of company people laid off. An awful lot. Especially in the drilling department. 

They shut her right down there for quite awhile.  

DF: Did the company do what it could to find those men jobs? 

AK: They got some jobs in the bull gang, but there wasn't much work then either. Everything was tight.  

DF: Now, in addition to... well you had a permanent job right through the whole period, but people 

nowadays go to the store to buy everything from there vegetables to their clothing and the works. Now, 

how did that differ from when you working here? Did your family have a garden and so on? 

AK: Oh yeah, we had a big garden. 

DF: What did you grow? 

AK: We grew everything. All the vegetables. Spuds, and carrots, and turnips, beets. Then there would be 

beans, peas. 

DF: Corn? 

AK: No, never grew corn.  

DF: Couldn't grow corn here? 

AK: Didn't grow very good here.  

DF: How about hunting. Did you ever go out west and do a little hunting? 

AK: I never was a hunter, no. One good reason, I could never afford a rifle, and when I could afford one I 

didn't want to hunt.  

DF: How about camping? Did you go up west in to the mountains any? 

AK: We used to go camping, the wife I and the kids. But she didn't like camping and I didn't like camping 

so we didn't go too often. But that's the only... they had no campers like they have now. That's the only 

way you could get out. We had a tent and we'd put it in the car and all your blankets and so forth.  

DF: Did you take the tent when you went on holidays? Did you go on family holidays? 

AK: We didn't go on many holidays. When I come here first, to tell you the truth, there was no paid 

holidays. No, it come about 1937 or '38. That's when the paid holidays began. So, you didn't take many 

when you didn't get them.  



DF: When you had to pay for them yourself. Once you started taking holidays what kinds of things did 

you do? 

AK: We used to go in the car and take the kids. We stayed in motels.  

DF: Where did you go? 

AK: We would go to Vancouver, and we went to Spokane, down through there. Banff and Jasper and 

them places.  

DF: Right. Yes, that's a nice area with the mountains and so on. Any stories about your holidays? 

AK: No, not really. Everything went pretty smooth.  

DF: No encounters with bears or animals? 

AK: Yeah, you brought one up now. We were camping up at... I don't know if you know where Frank 

Sharp used to live, west of Millarville? Frank had a pretty good-sized ranch at one time. So, we were on a 

creek, what creek is that? I forget. The little creek there. So, we camped there all night. And the kids and 

I slept in the tent and the wife, she wouldn't sleep in the tent, she slept in the car. So, at night I thought 

the kids were tapping me on the head, but we get up in the morning opened the tent and there is 3 

bears looking at me. Looking in at us. Boy, standing up on their hind legs. Holy, them the guys that was 

tapping me on the head during the night. My wife, she was in the car, she stayed there until they finally 

wandered away. They smelled the food I imagine. That was one experience.  

DF: These are 3 full grown bears? 

AK: Yes. Black bears. They are standing right up looking at us. Out a little feet, not very far away. Kind of 

scary.  

DF: I'll say. 

AK: That's the only real experience we had.  

DF: When you were working at the plant... 

AK: I never worked at the plant. 

DF: Oh, I'm sorry. I keep saying that. You worked in the oilfield here, was your work ever covered by the 

Industrial Council? 

AK: That come about the time I went to Redwater I believe.  

DF: So, you never served on it or knew much about it? 

AK: No.  



DF: Do you know how they decided what wages they paid you at Royalite in the production 

department? 

AK: That come once a year. And the Council, they would always try to figure it out ahead, but the 

company always beat them to it. They always gave us a raise, enough that the Council didn't have to do 

much. 

DF: How do you figure the company came up with how much it was going to give? 

AK: Well, they figured they should and they just did. So, then the Council had nothing to holler about. 

That's the way I looked at it. 

DF: When you came back later and became part of the management, were you involved in the other 

side of it? 

AK: Yup. 

DF: So, how did you as managers figure out what to pay? Did you shop around and figure out what other 

people were making? 

AK: Oh yes, sure you do. You find out. We always wanted to keep the Union out. So the company was 

very good, they would always give enough of a raise that they offset that.  

DF: Do you figure there was ever a threat of a Union? 

AK: Not really, no. Not here. 

DF: The way you kept them out was just by paying good wages. 

AK: Yeah, they always gave you a fair increase in wages.  

DF: What else can you remember just about life here in the oilfield? As you think back on your life as an 

oil man, certainly there's different ways of describing an oil man. And you never quite made it to Eric 

Harvey stature but what do you figure of the oil industry and how it's affected your life? 

AK: I think it was great for me. When we started with nothing, when we came in here, we had no 

money, we had no nothing. So, we ended up with a little money and we traveled a lot. And times 

change, the wife dies and that's it. You got the money and you can't use it, so what. It's quite a cycle, 

isn't it? When you needed the money you ain't got it. And then when you get it you can't spend it, so 

what. Isn't it a crazy way? 

DF: Isn't it crazy. 

AK: Yes, it's the way it works out for a lot of people. No, we did travel quite a little bit. 

DF: Where did you go? 



AK: We went to Hawaii, and we went to Singapore.  

DF: This was after you retired? 

AK: Yes. Went down to Phoenix and around them places. Went on a lot of bus tours. 

DF: A lot of the men that made quite a bit of money off this oilfield went elsewhere to retire and so on.  

AK: Oh yeah. That's alright. Some of them wasn't happy though.  

DF: What do you mean? 

AK: Well, they went there and they wished they hadn't of.  

DF: So, the money didn't necessarily make them happy? 

AK: No, they went, they figured out that pretty place to live in and they get there and it's not so pretty. 

Oh, we traveled around and thought, oh wow there is some wonderful places but you are there a week 

or two, home is better. This is a good place to live. It always has been.  

DF: Did your wife like living in the oilfield?  

AK: Oh yeah. She was into everything, she did a lot of stuff.  

DF: I forgot her name again. 

AK: Thelma.  

DF: Can you tell me what kinds of things she was into? 

AK: She was into curling. She didn't like bowling too well, she bowled and she golfed a lot. And she 

played bridge a lot. She was busy all of the time.  

DF: With the other ladies then? For bridge. 

AK: Yes. We always had 2 cars, so she went one way and I went the other. It worked real well.  

DF: And your kids? What did they grow up to do? 

AK: The oldest one, he is 62, he quit school in grade 9 and started to work with Royalite in the bull gang. 

And then he got on the roughnecking on the rigs, and then he got the big tool push and he was 8 years 

in the Artic. Then they went from there to Singapore and he worked for Exxon there for 2 years there, 3 

years there. 3 years in Singapore and 8 years in Australia. He ended up as drilling superintendent for 

Exxon over there. He retired from there.  

DF: And what's his name? 



AK: Carl.  

DF: And your other children? 

AK: Ada is the next one, she took a business course, she's 60. And she worked for the oil well supply in 

Edmonton. And she got married, she married a couple of years later I guess.  

DF: How many children did you have in all? 

AK: 4 

DF: The other 2? 

AK: There was Lloyd, he finished his school in Redwater. Then he started with the Imperial Pipeline 

there.  

DF: Boy, it's really in the family. 

AK: Yup. Then he worked for 10 years there. And he worked for Mobil Oil on the pipeline there, then he 

retired, let's see, he retired a year ago last August. He's retired.  

DF: And your youngest? 

AK: And the youngest one, he didn't want to go to University, but he did. And he came out as an 

engineer, and he started to work for Hudson Bay. 

DF: Oil and gas? 

AK: Yes. Hudson Bay Oil and Gas company.  

DF: What's his name? 

AK: Everett. Then of course, Dome bought them out. And he worked with Dome until Amoco bought 

them out. So now he is at Fort Saskatchewan, and he's in charge of the pipeline operations there. 

DF: Boy, your whole family has been in the oil business. 

AK: Oh yeah. All where the money is. None of them were ever going to work the oil business. That was 

no good. That was out.  

DF: Let's go on then to some general questions about people in this area. Did you ever run into George 

Pocaterra? He was a rancher down here in the south end. 

AK: Heard a lot about him but I never did run into him. No. 

DF: How about Ramond Patterson? 



AK: Ramond Patterson? 

DF: He owned the Buffalo Head Ranch until about '45.  

AK: No, I didn't know him either. 

DF: Any characters that you remember? 

AK: Who? 

DF: Any characters. Interesting people.  

AK: I don't really know, to tell you the truth. There has been characters all right, but you never pay no 

attention. They go and they come.  

DF: I see. Do you remember what churches were a going concern when you were here? 

AK: I know the United Church in Turner Valley was there. Been there until last year. They are building a 

nice new one. That's the only one in Turner Valley I believe.  Oh yeah, there's another one there. 

DF: By downtown. 

AK: Yeah, by downtown. That's all I know in Turner Valley. 

DF: How about organized sports. Did you ever go to any of the Turner Valley Oilers hockey games? 

AK: Yeah, I will show you a picture of them. This is old. You are going to go way back when you see this 

one. These guys are all dead, there isn't one living I don't think.  

DF: This isn't even the Oilers, this is the Imperials. This was before them. 

AK: Yeah, we are going way back. 1930 and '31. That's a really old fellow I tell you.  

DF: Now, how did you get this? 

AK: They had one in that hotel at Longview. I always wanted one. I don't know how I got that really, but 

somebody got it for me.  

DF: I will just describe this. This is a photograph of the Turner Valley-Okotoks Hockey Club called the 

Imperials. And it's for the year 1930-31. It's got a photograph of 2 wooden rigs on it. And then in the 

middle is a picture of the town site of Turner Valley here showing the old bridge. And J.H. Macleod is 

Honorary President.  

AK: He was our 'top dog' boss.  

DF: For Royalite. And Oral Armstrong.  



AK: He was a big boy too in the oil company. 

DF: And Fred J. Cameron. 

AK: Yes, he was an office manager. 

DF: W.W. Overand. 

AK: They were Okotoks fellows. 

DF: And then on defense there was Johnny Bleskan.  

AK: I don't know if there is any of them fellows, I don't know if there is one of them living, I don't really 

know. 

DF: Probably not. Johnny Gleason played goal. As I read these names, if you have any stories about them 

just pop up with them.  

AK: I don't really know, but he was a good goalie. I know that much. He was good at that.  

DF: Gordon Buchanan was defense. Don Overand was a forward. William Currie was a trainer. Dub 

Mackie was a forward. Johnny Visser was a forward. Rod Overand was a forward. Dug Keiver, forward. 

C.F. "Kind" Kelly was the coach.  

AK: "King" Kelly. 

DF: "King" Kelly. Jim Chrystal was defense. Jimmy Kemp was forward. Johnny Dicken was forward. Jimmy 

McVey was a forward. William Maloney was a trainer, and Harry Wallace was a forward.  

AK: Yes. This old Scotty Currie was a character. This old... where the hell is he there? Oh there. Yeah, he 

was quite a character. He worked for the company. He was a small little fellow. And he used to get in the 

boilers. He could get in those, you know, the manhole in the boiler? He'd get in there because he was 

small. That was his job of cleaning the boilers around the field.  

DF: Lucky him.  
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AK: Scotty Currie was small. Washing the boilers out inside, you know, there is a manhole there on top 

that you crawl in. So, he was small and could get in. Big man couldn't get in. So, they had him out in the 

field there, washing boilers for a long while.  

DF: Sounds like a miserable job. 

AK: Oh, a dirty job.  

DF: Now did you go to any of their hockey games? 



AK: Oh yeah, we used to go to Okotoks 

DF: And they were playing in Okotoks? 

AK: Yup, they used to play in High River. All around. 

DF: Now were these men all employed by the company? 

AK: There was... most of them were at that time. 

DF: Did they get time off from their shift work to play hockey? 

AK: Yeah, they would give them time off. That's a long time back. 

DF: That's the Imperials. Now do you remember anything about the Turner Valley Oilers? The hockey 

team in the later '30s? 

AK: Not too much. 

DF: How about any other organized sports. Was there baseball? Or anything like that? 

AK: I guess they had, well they had small little baseball clubs here I guess. Minor clubs I guess they call it. 

DF: Did the teams have baseball clubs? 

AK: I think that Royalite had one. 

DF: Did you play on that? 

AK: No I never was much for sports. Never had time either.  

DF: Busy man, eh? 

AK: They seemed to keep me out of mischief all the time. They kept me working.  

DF: Well if you were only working 8 hours a day, why were you so busy.  

AK: Well when the war was on I was working about 12 or 14. Sometimes 16 hours a day. 

DF:  So the hours were longer in the war. 

AK: Oh yeah, they were a lot longer.  

DF: And did you have days off in the war or not? 

AK: Well, put it this way: I was working by the hour to start with when the war hit. So, Vern Taylor, he 

said, Red you are making more money than I am. He said, we will have to do something about that, he 



said, why don't you take the time off? Well I said, if you and Gordon Connell would give me the time off, 

I said I'd like it. But you never do. Every time I said I want a day off you want something else done. And 

then I said, what am I supposed to do? He said, I will fix that up, put you on by the month, then you'll get 

no overtime. Then you’ll work every day. The work was pretty heavy there for quite a while. 

DF: That wasn't so good, eh? Put you on by the month and then they could work you all the time.  

AK: Yeah, no overtime. Nowadays you work by the month you get overtime. Not then.  

DF: So, during the war, you were really really busy. 

AK: Yeah, you were quite busy, because they were bringing these oil wells in. 

DF: Do you remember anything about the War Time Oils company? It was a company that was formed in 

order to promote drilling during the war time.  

AK: No, I don't know anything about that. Forgot it if I did.  

DF: Let's get back to the war time when you were working longer hours. Did you have a regular day off? 

Or did you really just get called in whenever you were needed? 

AK: You were supposed to get Saturday and Sunday off but you very seldom got either one.  

DF: For the whole time of the war? 

AK: Well for quite a bit of it. For a couple of years there you didn't get much time off at all.  

DF: It was a busy time all right. 

AK: It was a busy time.  

DF: Your work was important. Was there any pressure on you to go join up with the war effort? 

AK: No. Nobody put pressure on you. I was in the peace time army here for a while. 

DF: But once the war came along they didn't need you? Or they figured you were already doing an 

important job? How was that? 

AK: No, when the war come along I well, this peace army was no good so I went in to join up, but I had a 

bad knee so they didn't take me. I actually had a cartilage go bad in my knee. It was bad, you'd get down 

and it would crack, snap. So, they caught that on me, so that was it. That was the end of the army 

business. They didn't want me. 

DF: Well obviously you had work to do here. 

AK: Well I guess so. I guess it works outs. 



DF: Any lasting impressions of life in this area? 

AK: You mean just the way that people lived? 

DF: Yes. 

AK: Damned if I know. I think everybody lives really good here.  Real well, this is a good place to live in. 

DF: Well I would like to take this chance to thank you very much for spending a couple hours with me 

this afternoon.  

AK: It was alright. We went over quite a bit anyway.  

DF: We did. It's been very enjoyable. 

AK: There is lots of things I missed, but I can't think back that far anymore.  

DF: Well I've left you my card, and if you think of anything feel free to call me.  

AK: Okay, yup. 

DF: And I also want you to think about the Interpretive Centre and something like that photograph 

there. That would be really interesting to have. 

AK: Yeah, that's a great idea. Here is another one, a going away party for George Bourque. This was 

quite a party. This was over at the golf club, the old golf club. That one.  

DF: George Bourque, his farewell smoker, this is called. What's a farewell smoker? 

AK: He was going to South America at the time. 

DF: With Imperial? 

AK: Yes. 

DF: And this is a photograph of a going away party on November 15, 1946. There has got to be about 50 

men in this picture. These are all Royalite employees? 

AK: I think they were pretty well, the odd one wasn't, other service company people.  

DF: So you say this was at the old golf clubhouse. 

AK: Yeah, at the old golf clubhouse. 

DF: And where was that from the new one.  



AK: You know where the shop it, when you come in from the west, the golf club shop. When you're 

starting to make the turn, it was up there in the bush, the Number 1, we shoot out of 1 now. Right there 

where there was a few trees, it was sitting in there.  

DF: How big of a building was it? 

AK: It wasn't very big. 

DF: So, it was a happy day when you moved into the old high school.  

AK: Oh yeah, it was quite a deal. 

DF: Whatever became of the old building? Torn down? 

AK: Yeah, they tore it down. 

DF: Well I encourage you to think about leaving these kinds of things for the Interpretive Centre. 

AK: Yeah, look at that, that's... I went over this year about a month ago and there's hardly anybody living 

in it. All dead. Some I don't know whether they are living or not, I don't know where they are at. All 

these guys I worked with are dead. Funny how time goes.  

DF: That's true. Like to take this opportunity to thank you very much. And at this time... 

AK: Yeah, it's a pretty good deal. I'm a pretty touchy guy you know, people approach me just right, and 

don't push me at all, if they ever start pushing me, look out. Because I've not the kind that's going to get 

pushed. I will go along, but I got mad at, oh what do you call her, there the other day, I haven't been 

mad for 25-30 years, but she hit me just wrong. She got me out of whack. I'm a guy who wants to do 

everything on schedule. Scheduled boy all my life. I went to work on schedule and I... everything. And 

everything was planned a bit. And if everybody tries to change my plans too quick, look out. I'm sorry for 

getting mad at Norma, but... 

DF: Oh no. She understood you were having a hard day that day.  

AK: Oh, I have bad days I get this arthritis so bad I hate to talk. Yeah, I get it all over, but I don't swell. 

Everybody thinks, oh gee you are fine. And I get it so bad I could cry. And them kind of days you don't 

want to be bothered too much. But it's the change in weather that gets me. If the weather starts down, 

I'm sore. If it starts back, I'm awful sore. The only I can do when I get sore is keep moving. Just keep a 

traveling. And it seems to help. But you couldn't sit here all day, holed up or anything. You'd go nuts. Oh, 

it's quite a life.   

End of Interview 


